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RULE BASED INTERVENTION TO CURB RUPEE VOLATILITY 
                                 (under deregulated domestic banking) 
 
I BACKGROUND 
 
 
A   Reviewing the Midsummer Mayhem 
 
(i) Capital Flows greatly liberalized since 1994. 
 
(ii) Low Federal funds rate since 2002-2005 induced flows to emerging markets. 
 
(iii) Booming economy and rising equity market in turn have amplified inflows. 
 
Against this background, Finance Ministry’s decision last year to raise External 

Commercial Borrowing (ECB) limit led to uncontrollable surge in ECBs, 

especially in February 2007.  Unable to keep sterilizing the inflows to keep call 

money rate above the reverse repo (policy) floor rate, RBI let the rupee rise. 

 
 
B Firefighting with Flipflopping 
 
Finance Ministry reactivated External Commercial Borrowing (ECB) limits, RBI 

hiked Cash Reserve Ratio (CRR) and policy rates, and more FX intervention.  

Reserves have risen from about $ 200 bn. in end March to about $ 270 bn. now.  

These three moves in accordance with Economic Advisory Council (EAC) July 

Dr. rangarajan report recommendation of some combination of  (i) Appreciation 

(ii) Restriction (iii) Intervention with (iv) Sterilization policy.  (ARIS, for short) 

EAC  - Restrict debt, not equity inflows (do not want to send the wrong signal).      
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C. OFFICIAL STANCES ON THE IMPOSSIBLE TRINITY 

Taking independent monetary policy as main goal, as of Feb 2007, official stances 

were as follows:   

RBI for  Real Effective Exchange Rate (REER) target or Not too Strong Rupee 

policy with intervention, and curbs on capital inflows to help maintain this.    

Finance Ministry for Full CAPAC with full currency futures markets to enable 

hedging and develop BCD (Bond-Currency-Derivative) nexus.  This fitted in 

smoothly with goal to make Mumbai an International Financial Center.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
But when rupee rose sharply, leading to huge discontent, Finance Ministry backed 

down and allowed some curbs on inflows, plus export sops.  But yesterday’s paper 

– Jr. Finance Minister says ‘no more curbs on inflows’ (BS, Nov  21st) 

Independent 
Monetary Policy * 

Fixed Exchange 
Rate 

Full Capital-Account 
Convertibility 

* Choosing domestic (policy) interest rate  
   different from foreign interest rate.

Managing The Impossible Trinity 
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II PINNING DOWN POLICY POSITIONS  

Let us first discuss desirable and feasible policies. 

Desirable policy is easy to define e.g ceteris paribus, any point of the trinity. 

Feasibility – I distinguish between economically and politically feasible. 

Economically feasible is a matter of logic and/or long run constraint.  

Politically feasible is a matter of judgement e.g. freeing petrol prices is desirable, 

and economically feasible whatever the other policies, but politicaly not feasible.  

In Table below, I use the term consistency instead of (economic) feasibility to 

discuss the various views expressed in Business Standard since May 2007.  

PERSON/SOURCES Recommended Policies    Consistency  

Shankar Acharya Some curbs on Inflows and sterilization  Moderate 
Aug 9th  to achieve REER target or weak rupee.  (in short run) 
   Nothing definite about inflation target  
 
Rajwade  Strongly for freer inflows in 2000/2006   Zero-violating 
Surjit Bhalla  Committees, now calling for heavy    the impossible 
Rajwade Apr 30, sterilization a la China so that weak rupee  trinity  
????   Peg or REER target can promote exports. 
Bhalla 12 May  No inflation target, Bhalla denies inflation. 
Oct 17th … 
 
Ajay Shah  Full convertibility and  pure float with  Full 
Apr 4th,  forwards, swaps and options for exporters 
Oct 17th …  and importers to hedge forex risk and 
   CPI Inflation targeting as RBI’s only activity 
 
Vivek Moorthy Strict CPI Inflation targeting main goal of RBI.  Rather high 
Far East. Econ. Rev. Moderate inflow curbs, a basically flexible rate (my opinion!) 
June 2007,   with forex intervention to reduce volatility via 
Sept 27th    a random walk band based on last period average. 
                                    Sterilization hard because of deregulated deposit rates. 
 

*Default reference with only the date is to a Business Standard article. 
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III My Recommendations 

 

A Underlying Assumptions: In the long run, natural rate hypothesis holds.  Central 

bank cannot control the growth rate, real interest rate, or the real exchange rate.  

Further, in long run the impossible trinity reduces to a fundamental dilemma: 

CAPA controls cannot be used to avoid between choosing price level/inflation rate 

OR nominal exchange rate as final goal.  (VM, Bus. Line, Nov 9th 2007) 

 

Underlying View: For a large domestic demand centred economy like India, 

independent monetary policy and domestic price level is more important than the 

exchange rate as final goal.   Ditto for China, but not necessarily for Hongkong. 

 

B Concrete recommendations (based on FEER June 2007, BS Sept 2007): 

1) Intervene based on rules, not by discretion (too risky with huge reserves). 

2) Keep + 2% minus 8% band based on last period’s average spot rate (or +-5%). 

3) Moderately stiff capital controls on debt and equity needed to manage above. 

4) Do not introduce large scale currency futures and/or restrict derivatives trading. 

5) Tobin type taxes (e.g URR of Chile, Thailand) to reduce short-termism. 
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C Required or Accompanying Domestic Policies:  

Inflation target should be main goal of RBI – a 3 year average of CPI should be 

kept under 3%. The critique of ‘unstable middle’ and ‘falling peg’ is valid when 

central bank is not independent and inflation is high , and/or a band is chosen very 

different from current level (e.g ERM 2.95Dm/Pound in 1990) collapsed in 1992  

 

D Taking a Cue from The Return to Interest Rate Pegging in USA 

It was a constant refrain of Milton Friedman that the Federal Reserve should not 

target interest rates or peg them since a central bank canot control them.  These 

should be fully market determined.   It is true that pegging the nominal rate despite 

rising inflation was unsustainable.  But when Fed funds rate was fully freed and 

Non Borrowed Reserves was the instrument (1980-1982) it was a  disaster. 

Further, when the Fed started declaring its funds target from February 1994, there 

was no problem.  Anouncing the funds target did not make it hard to maintain it. 

(See Chart from Marcia Stigum book). 

 

Similarly, transparent forex intervention based on rule should work if the 

underlying domestic macro fundamentals are sound.  It needs to be tried.   
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V Will Reducing Capital Inflows Reduce Growth? 

I don’t think so.  Benefits of capital inflow are two fold. 

 

Quality effect – Exposure to better pratices (of FIIs?) etc.  We have obtained this 

benefit - our mutual funds are well managed.  Some capital inflow can ensure this. 

 

Quantity Effect – Main argument for capital inflows is that we need external 

borrowing to bridge the domestic savings minus investment gap  S – I = X – M. 

This brings us to what I call the  Solownomics versus Sotonomics view of growth, 

as explained in The Mystery of Capital (2000) by Hernando de Soto. 

 

For a Sotonomist, infrastrucure is constrained not by funds, but by doable projects. 

Based on Sotonomics: make title to land easy, streamlining the land acqusition 

process  (e.g majority voting if 80% or more inhabitants of land to be acquired 

agree to sell out, others have to), improve governance etc. Then domestic savers 

will be willing to finance infrastructure without Special Purpose Vehicles SPVs   

About savings and infrastructure, I had written as follows: 

 

“…The primary reason why CAPAC (for inflows) is seen as desirable in an 

Indian, or more generally emerging market context, is that foreign capital inflows 

are thought to be vital to raising sustainable GDP growth…The above view can be 

questioned at every stage of its reasoning….India has a high private saving rate.  

there is no dearth of private saving, much of which gets channelled into the 
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unproductive asset of gold….If domestic investors are unwilling to put their 

savings in infrastructure and similar projects without specific concessions, it may 

well reflect an accurate perception on their part that the risk adjusted returns are 

not adequate.  Without a well developed legal system and well-functioning 

property rights,  merely attracting foreign capital will not ensure more 

infrastructure.  Without the ability to enforce payment for, say  electricity, there is 

no effective demand. The term ‘Transmission and Distribution (T&D) losses in 

electricity has often been jokingly referred to as Theft & Dacoity Losses. 

(“Capital-Account Convertibility: How Should we Proceed? VM, in Management 

Perspectives, IIM Bangalore 25th Year Volume, 1999 

 

The progress of the BMIC Bangalore-Mysore Infrastructure Corridor (BMIC) 

makes for a good case study about the hurdles to land acquistion versus financing 

constraint as determinants of infrastructure output and amount of road area built.  

 
To summarize, moderate curbs on capital inflows will not necessarily adversely 

affect growth, while the benefits via allowing a basically flexible but more stable 

rupee that responds mainly to the current account are immense.  

 
If controls now have 
“Half a chance of half success” (this line is May 14th article courtesy Vikram Seth)  
Let us try our hand  
At a random walk band.    
 
Thank You – Comments Welcome Now or Later: vivekmoorthy@iimb.ernet.in 
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